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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Welcome to my new favorite thing: Hornady Lock-N-Load Hot Tub Sonic Cleaner. I've owned a small Hornady sound cleaner for a while now and I use it every week. If you reboot, there's simply no reason not to have one. Not only does the
sound cleaner take care of your cases with less work, but it cleans them better than you would manually as it cleans both inside and outside the enclosure. The work he does on the primer pocket is amazing. But I shoot at least 500 rounds a week and I'm less fussy than picking up my brass. This means that by the end of the month, I
have 2000 rounds of mixed brass lying in the mud. Between cleaning the brass, and cleaning the parts of the gun, that little 2L cleaner just doesn't cut it. Enter 9L Hot Tub. The larger unit carries a stronger price tag, but large enough to fit a whole 16AR-15 top, or hundreds or rounds of brass, and everything in between. It is also packed
full of useful features. And while it does a lot, the instructions are intuitive and easy to use. Seven buttons on the front switch through the features on a well-lined display. There were no interesting things that this light meant when the machine was working. Along with the large capacity, Hot Tub helps in the cleaning process with two
convenient features. First, it is a degassing function. For those of you who are familiar with sound cleaners, it's helpful to run their cycle or two before you really get going and the results are noticeable. Hot Tub comes with a programmed degassing feature that runs for 90 seconds and then kicks in your regular cleaning cycle. In addition,
for many metals things go much faster with heated liquid. This usually means warming up the distilled water and adding it to the machine. Hot Tub has a built-in heater component that allows you to choose between 100 and 140 degrees and save the solution to that temperature after 30 minutes of cyclical time. Another feature is the timer
solution, which allows you to set a total time that one particular batch of solution can be used before notifying you to opt out of it. I just let it go until it looks cloudy, which isn't long), but the reminder is helpful. The drainage hose is especially useful. When the cleaning solution becomes too contaminated (or full of leaves and sticks and
stones like mine was) just turn the handle and drain the liquid into a nearby bucket for easy removal. If your liquid is still good but you want to shelf the Hot Tub, just drain it into an empty plastic water jug and reuse it later. You can just throw it away though, because the liquid lasts a long time. At 40:1 water to a cleaner ratio, I cleaned
thousands of pieces of dirty brass and barely put a dent in a gallon jug. Another huge plus is something particularly simple, a small little Tank. Using this smaller pot inside the larger one can serve two functions. Most obviously, this allows you to simply use a small amount of liquid and cleaner rather than fill the entire Hot Tub. Even better,
it allows you to use two solutions at the same time. Put the parts of the gun in a small tank with the steel parts cleaner, and put the brass loosely in a large tank with the brass clean. Ten minutes later, they're both clean. So it's easy to use and has a lot of handy features, but how well does it really work? Exceptionally good. The hot pipe
allows me to be lazy and meticulous. Filling buckets full of mixed brass from the ground, I poured a few hundred rounds into the bathtub. Then just add the distilled water and a little cleaning liquid, switch for 15 minutes and leave. Towards the end of the cycle, I wiped the leaves, sticks and squimps from the bubbles on top, and pulled out
my basket of beautifully clean brass. Normally, you would remove the primer first to get pockets, but there is no way I put dirty and dirty brass in my dying. Instead, I'll one run in Hot Tub, then size and de-prime, and then another run through Hot-Tub. And why not? It costs almost nothing to run again, and doesn't take more than 10
minutes. The result is cases that are almost as pure as they were when they were new. What about the parts of the gun? I'm doing a view review right now using GLOCK 19, and like many GLOCK owners, the owner of this gun rarely cleans it. Ten minutes in the janitor and he goes untouched. I'd still run the patch down the hole, but
actually, it's already cleaner outside than you could get it by hand with the brush. And the hole is cleaner and brighter than any bore snake would have you. Specifications: Hornady Lock-N-Load Hot Tub Sonic Cleaner Hot Tub Basic Tank Size: (9 litres/2.3 gallons) 25.5 x 7.0 x 4 Internal Divider Tank Sizes: 6.7 x 4.7 x 3.2 (1.2 (1.2 6 Litres
/1.7 quarts) 5 Temperature Settings Clears cartridge cases inside and here will accommodate 16 AR top integrated MSRP drainage pans: $625.00 (found over $200 cheaper online) Every person who owns a gun has the need to clean their precious stuff in the most efficient way. We are also sure that each of them at least once tried to
clean their firearms or brass by hand. The question to be asked is whether the manual method is the most effective for adoption? We think you already know the answer, which of course is not. The best way to clean many types of objects, like diamonds, or of course weapons, is to use ultrasonic cleaner. But now, you may ask yourself:
Which ultrasonic cleaner should I choose? Well, no worries are required. Here we take you through our Hornady ultrasound review; We'll see in the first what this company does succeed in. popular ultrasonic cleaners designed for weapons and made by Hornady. We will see their features one by one, and in the end, we will emphasize
their strengths and weaknesses in a simple table of for and against. If you're interested, let's start then! Summary: Hornady Ultrasonic Cleaners Hornady: Brand Let's Jump Straight to the Point. Hornady is a well-known company based in the United States. She specializes in selling bullets and ammunition as well as some of the related
accessories. Bullets and ammunition accessories? Well, this certainly explains the reason for the existence of the ultra-thin Hornady cleaner, designed for brass and pistol parts. As for their slogan, this company really chose a simple, but certainly fascinating: Accurate, deadly, reliable. How, it's intense, don't you think? Hornady 043350
Lock-N-Load Sonic Cleaner Hornady 043350 We could not initiate our review without considering the smallest, as well as the cheapest of all ultra-thin Hornady cleaners. Thus, the Hornady 043350 can provide you with up to 40.6 ounces (1.2 liters) of tank capacity, this is considered a good volume for any serious amateur looking to clean
relatively small parts of the gun or a fairly low amount of brass. Needless to say, it contains different cleaning cycles. However, many users have criticized the low maximum cycle you can choose, which is 8 minutes only. Apparently, to clear some heavy carbon build ups in your parts or cartridges, you need to consider a 20-25 minute
cycle that is not included in Hornady 043350. So, in conclusion, you need to repeat about 3 cycles of 8 minutes to get the desired cleaning results. Finally, unlike what we hoped, this device does not support the heater, but given the sale price as well as the great name and reputation of the company itself, we can't argue about it, can we?
ProsCons -Easy to use -Provides different cleaning cycles - Specially designed for brass, cartridges, small parts of the cannon -One year warranty -The cheapest of all Hornady cleaners-contains no heater -Only works 8 minutes at the highest time of setting - No crane to evacuate the solution Hornady 043320 Lock-N-Load Sonic Cleaner
2 L Hornady 043320 This is without a doubt the best version of the previous Hornady 043350 product. Not satisfied with the limited capacity of the 40.6 ounce tank? Then this ultrasonic cleaner can absolutely seduce you with its 67.6 ounces (2L) volume, which represents approximately a 50% improvement over the previous one. With this
power, you will have the potential to clean up three hundred 223 cases or one hundred fifty-fifty 308 cases. It's very neat if you ask In addition, unlike the Hornady 043350, this unit provides an 80-watt ceramic heater. With this technology, you'll have to have The best cleaning results without any doubt. Finally, as for cleaning cycles,
Hornady apparently heard about various complains associated with low high-time settings provided with the previous ultrasonic cleaner. So with this device, you can run cycles starting from the classic 5 minutes, up to a maximum of 30 minutes. Hornady definitely appreciates the opinion of its customers. Respect! ProsCons - Easy and
Easy to Use -Contains heater-provides different cleaning cycles going up to 30 min -Popular and well-appreciated by the public - Specially designed to clean small parts of the gun, Brass and Limited Tank Cartridges - Pretty expensive -No crane to evacuate the solution the gt'gt;check product zlt;lt) With its generous 304 ounces (9L) tank
building Hornady 043310 is definitely one to choose if you have a large automatic rifle that needs to be cleaned. This monster can hold a 16 inch AR top with extreme ease. Now you can be sure you can take care of your precious AR with the least effort needed to say this ultrasonic cleaner has a heater built into it. With this kind of
technology, you'll have advanced cleaning results without any doubt. In addition, this heater can allow you to choose between 5 pre-installed heating temperatures, in addition to this, Hornady 043310 provides a degassing function. If you are not familiar with this feature, it simply allows the disappearance of gas bubbles responsible for the
outrage effect of cavitation. In addition, this device has a total of 4 predictors. The volume of its tank, this number is considered above average, which means that the cleaning results will certainly look better than most ultrasonic cleaners available at the moment. ProsCons - Specially designed to clean parts of the pistol -Different time and
temperature cycles are available -Has a degassing function -Popular and well-priced-Pretty expensive -Effective on large parts of the gun qgt; check the product. To keep it in simple words, if you are looking for a cheap and simple ultrasonic cleaner, you should consider Hornady 043350. If you want more with heating function, then
Hornady 043320 2 L should be perfect for you. However, if you have a big gun to take care of, then Hornady the right choice for you. If you want to see our best choice for ultrasonic cleaners designed to clean jewelry, watches, silver, etc... then take a look at this article. If you hesitate about what decision to choose to clean objects, then
this article should be useful to you. Follow our website for more ultrasonic machine reviews! Stay tuned! Configured!
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